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We’ve detected that JavaScript is disabled in this browser. Well, that’s what happened to Tracy B. This content is imported from Instagram. My job is to explain, in plain English, what our site can do.How does your voice get heard?What’s great about working at Bigstep is that it’s really not a struggle to be heard. You may be able to find the same
content in another format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. Photo Courtesy: Making Gay History via Spotify Best of all, most episodes draw on an audio archive of rare interviews that Marcus conducted decades ago as part of an oral history he was commissioned to write in the late 1980s. Photo Courtesy: Wondery Some
of the podcast’s must-listen episodes include “Revolution – The Independent Woman | 4,” which explores shifting gender roles throughout history; “The Bastard Brigade – The Strangest Man | 4,” a deep dive into the atomic spies of the Manhattan Project; and “The Cold War – An Ideological War | 1,” which is just the first part of a six-part series. On
last night's episode, another incredible singer got a four-chair turn.Even before Chicago-native SandyRedd started performing, Clarkson told fellow coach Hudson that she "thinks this is going to be good." The 35-year-old started singing Bishop Briggs' song "River," and the coaches were immediately captivated, with Levine and Hudson hitting the
buttons to turn their chairs around seconds into her performance. Photo Courtesy: NPR Topics range from Whitney Houston performance of the national anthem at the Super Bowl in 1991 to presidential impeachments and the invention of race. Some standout episodes include “Reframing History: Mass Incarceration,” an exploration into the origins of
the U.S. criminal justice system; “The Litter Myth,” which delves into how one organization changed the American public’s relationship with waste; and “Strange Fruit,” an episode that covers Billie Holiday, protest, the War on Drugs, and more.Making Gay HistoryIf you’re a self-proclaimed history buff, you owe it to yourself and others to tune into a
swathe of history that isn’t often discussed in schools: LGBTQ+ history. Without some clarification, these falsities become treated like fact. Photo Courtesy: iHeartRadio Both history buffs and history teachers swear by this podcast, especially since it delves into some of history’s hidden — and most passed over — topics. And that’s where the danger
lies, especially when it comes to history. Some of our favorites include “Anne Lister,” an episode about the titular queer person’s diary, which is written in code; “SYMHC Live: Mysteries of the Color Blue,” which discusses the history of the hue; and “Walt Whitman, Poet of Democracy,” an episode that makes an argument for its subject being the most
important poet in U.S. history.Revisionist HistoryHave you ever wondered if you were taught the right lesson in school — or at least given a well-rounded picture of history? As SandyRedd finished her audition, the audience stood and cheered, and she grew emotional. We'll have to wait and see! This content is created and maintained by a third party,
and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. After some deliberation, SandyRedd joined #TeamKelly—and the audience was shocked. If you want your audience to hear you above all that racket, you need a strong, clear voice. The audience also loved SandyRedd's performance, and they clapped and cheered as she broke
into the song's chorus.Clarkson turned her chair next, and seemed stunned by SandyRedd's electric stage presence when she finally got to see the singer face-to-face. We all have a say in the decisions that get made. This content is imported from {embed-name}. You can see a list of supported browsers in our Help Center. In short, nothing’s off limits
— and that’s exactly why Throughline should be next in your podcast queue. I need to be able to listen to our target audience. Please enable JavaScript or switch to a supported browser to continue using twitter.com. Communication on the Web is a two-way process. Company: Bigstep.comAge: 27Has Held Title For:10 monthsPrevious Title: Web
producer/editorDegree: BA, Vassar CollegeThere’s an awful lot of noise on the Web. Best of all, Tracy and Holly have an incredible chemistry, which makes listening fun and recalling the stories a cinch. Hosted by Rund Abdelfatah and Ramtin Arablouei, this podcast has a cinematic feel that helps bring the historical moments it covers to life more than
any textbook could. Some standout episodes include “Blame Game,” which focuses on Toyota’s recall of 10 million cars; the museum scandal-filled “Dragon Psychology 101;” and “Free Brian Williams.”ThroughlineNPR’s Throughline explores the moments that have shaped the world and changed history as we know it. For the hosts, every headline has
a history — and those stories from the past can help us understand our present, and how it was shaped. This content is imported from Twitter. So far on this season of the NBC reality show, all four coaches—Kelly Clarkson, Jennifer Hudson, Adam Levine, and Blake Shelton—have turned their chairs around for 13-year-old Kennedy Holmes and
hurricane survivor DeAndre Nico. Hosted by Lindsay Graham (no, not the senator), the episodes are presented in a somewhat-chronological order and illustrate the most important moments from different eras of American history. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Photo Courtesy: American History
Tellers via Wondery Were you one of those students who absolutely loved history class? Give the overlooked and misunderstood a second chance to tell their story — the right way. Everyone here works in the same office space as the CEO: I can just walk over and give him an idea. Clarkson called her performance "magnificent" and said that she didn't
even care who SandyRedd picked, as long as the coach got to watch her on the show. Photo Courtesy: Stitcher Hosted by Michael Hobbes and Sarah Marshall, this podcast tackles a wide variety of topics, from the story of Princess Diana to the Stanford Prison Experiment. Receiving a four-chair turn on The Voice is like getting the Golden Buzzer on
America's Got Talent: it's a sure sign that you're at the top of the competition. Shelton turned around not long after that, cementing the four-chair turn.Hudson and Clarkson danced and sang along to the performance, and Hudson got so into it that she actually threw her shoes onto the stage. Photo Courtesy: Revolutions Podcast via Spotify But don’t
worry — it’s not a lecture, so you’ll be far from bored. Whether the history you read about in school wasn’t quite right on purpose or by accident, you can glean a fuller picture with Revisionist History. Fans are already predicting out that SandyRedd may win this season. Help Center Want more? MORE FROM REFERENCE.COM Its mantra? Duncan
takes deep dives into each topic, weaving together all the facts and context you’ll need to get a clear picture. Well, there’s some good news: you can continue to discover (and rediscover) little-known stories from history — all without the stress of exams. We all have a voice.Do you ever give the voice a rest?The ear is just as important as the voice.
This content is imported from Twitter. We’ve rounded up seven of our favorite history podcasts, which, despite being different in tone and subject matter, will help you round out not just your playlist, but your knowledge of historical events too.Stuff You Missed in History ClassImagine that you and your coworker-turned-best-friend run your mouths at
a work party, so much so that someone suggests you start a podcast. Wilson and Holly Frey, the creators of Stuff You Missed In History Class. Best of all, although many of the topics stem from history, most have present-day threads, making You’re Wrong About more important than ever. Sit back, relax, and enjoy the fascinating
tales.RevolutionsHosted by Mike Duncan, the Revolutions podcast examines, well, revolutions, from the English Civil War and the American Revolutionary War to the French Revolution. We have lots of engineers and designers on staff – the people who make Bigstep what it is. By the time she was finished, Clarkson's jacket ended up on stage, too, as
well as one of Levine's sneakers and Shelton's thermos.The coaches finally started talking to SandyRedd, with Levine joking that Clarkson must be amazed by her performance, because he's "never heard Kelly not say anything before." Shelton said he knew SandyRedd picking him was a "long shot," but, he said, he hit his button because she deserved
it. Fact checkers and history buffs alike will find themselves fascinated by episodes like “Losing Relatives to Fox News” and “The Disappearance of Chandra Levy,” a missing intern who sparked a nationwide obsession. Some of the podcast’s best episodes center on folks like transgender rights icon Sylvia Rivera; writer and public health activist Larry

Kramer; and popular advice columnist Pauline Phillips (“Dear Abby”), but one thing unites all of Making Gay History‘s subjects: they all have a story that deserves to be told — and heard.American History TellersAs the name suggests, American History Tellers focuses on the history of the United States. Sandy's family then came on stage, and the
mother of two revealed that she comes from a singing family. Some of our favorite episodes include “The Thirteen Colonies,” which explores colonial America; “The Coup of 1907,” which might not have been a coup at all; and the short-but-sweet “The Last King of France.”You’re Wrong AboutIf there’s one thing we’ve learned over the last few years,
it’s that misinformation is everywhere — and it can spread like wildfire. Advanced embedding details, examples, and help! You're Reading a Free Preview Page 2 is not shown in this preview. Sometimes, textbooks get it wrong, from blatant misinformation and editing decisions to mistranslations and a lack of varied sources. And, then, you do, only to
become a viral hit. Photo Courtesy: Matthew Eisman/Getty Images for Ozy Media Hosted by Malcolm Gladwell, this podcast takes deep dives into both people and historical events. Hosted by Eric Marcus, Making Gay History highlights the queer trailblazers and activists — and their allies — who have shaped not just history, but the LGBTQ+
community as well. Alicia Dougherty provides that voice for Bigstep.com (formerly known as the Springfield Project). She’s in charge of content at this young Web outfit, which helps small businesses become e-businesses.Every word on our site should help to create a positive user experience.
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